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Recovery for many
proves slow-going

Clinton’s
health
back in
spotlight
Democrat being treated
for pneumonia, had to
be helped from event

By JONATHAN MARTIN
AND AMY CHOZICK
NEW YORK TIMES

NEW YORK — Hillary Clinton is being treated for pneumonia and dehydration, her doctor
said Sunday, hours after she
abruptly left a ceremony in New
York honoring the 15th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks and had
to be helped into a van by Secret
Service agents.
The incident, which occurred
after months of questions about
her health from her Republican
opponent, Donald Trump, and
his campaign,
INSIDE
is likely to increase pressure
Thousands
on Clinton to
gather at World
Trade Center site address the isto commemorate sue and release
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ical
records,
which she has so far declined to
do.
Clinton was taken from the
morning event at ground zero
to the Manhattan apartment of
her daughter, Chelsea. About
90 minutes after arriving there,
Clinton, wearing sunglasses,
emerged from the apartment
in New York’s Flatiron district.
She waved to onlookers and
posed for pictures with a little
girl on the sidewalk.
“I’m feeling great,” Clinton
said. “It’s a beautiful day in New
York.”
Clinton left in her motorcade
without the group of reporters that is designated to travel
with her in public. A campaign
spokesman, Nick Merrill, indicated that she had returned to
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POLICY SHIFT

US loops in
families
of hostages
By ADAM GOLDMAN
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — When the
United States became aware late
last month of a video showing
an American woman and a Canadian man pleading to be saved
from their Taliban captors, the
government did something it
had not done well in the past.
Before the video became public, a new hostage team led by
the FBI quickly alerted the couple’s families to brace for the
chilling footage.
The effort reflected a sweeping change in how the government handles hostages, a shift
ordered last year by President
Barack Obama after hostages’
families complained of officials’
callousness and poor communication. The new hostage team
faces no small task as Americans continue to move through
the world’s many war zones.
Officials say that more than
70 hostages who are Americans
or legal permanent residents of
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AN ALTERED VIEW: Ron Haskett, left, and his wife, Kathleen Ahart, take a moment to enjoy a recent sunset from the back deck of their newly built home on Summit
Boulevard in Cobb. They were among the first to rebuild after the Valley fire destroyed hundreds of homes in the area.

Every rebuilt home a sign of revival desperately sought by fire survivors
By MARY CALLAHAN
AND GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

COBB
he green patch of lawn and vibrant flowers taking root outside the newly built
Boggs Mountain home of Ron Haskett
and Kathleen Ahart stand out as a bright
splash of color against a landscape bereft of
its once-thick woods and cool shade.
A year ago today, the Valley fire made its
destructive tear through this rural swath of
southern Lake County, and the pine forest and
mountain neighborhoods it torched are still
unrecognizable in some areas.
The single-story house that Haskett and
Ahart have rebuilt on their ⅓-acre lot was
the first non-prefab home to be completed in
the fire’s wake, a sign of the
revival that many residents,
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“We came every night
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after work to see the progress,” Haskett said.
Around them, where dozens of homes once
stood, are roughly graded lots where owners’
plans remain in question. Much the same
patchwork extends across the 120 square miles
burned by the Valley fire. It roared to life in
the early afternoon of Sept. 12 amid gusting,
erratic winds that drove flames across 18
miles of rugged terrain, torching 40,000 acres
in the first 12 hours.
By the time it was fully contained in mid-October, it had killed at least four people — a fifth
person remains missing — destroyed 1,281
homes and 1,955 structures in all, making it
the state’s third-most destructive fire, with
damage estimated at $1.5 billion.
It was the largest of four big blazes that
have raged across this drought-parched landscape in the past 13 months — including the
4,000-acre Clayton fire last month. Together
they carved out an uneven path of ruin, leveling whole blocks in places but leaving homes
on many others untouched.
The region’s bid at recovery appears similarly spotty and slow-going, as crisis-weary
residents wrestle with the decision to rebuild,
staring down a warren of financial challenges,
planning decisions and bureaucratic hurdles.

ABOVE: Homes on Meadow View Drive
in Hidden Valley Lake were destroyed
by the Valley fire last Sept. 12 in Lake
County. Earlier this month, the parcels
remain barren.
LEFT: A reminder of the Valley fire in
Middletown is seen earlier this month.

Many who have vowed to return still live in
recreational vehicles parked on bare lots.
Those who’ve secured building permits display them like the hard-won trophies they are.
“What’s bringing people back here are the
people,” said Andy Alexander, whose house in
the Gifford Springs area of Boggs Mountain
was damaged but survived the fire that destroyed all but two others in his neighborhood.
“It’s a pretty tight-knit group.”
By June, 1,848 insurance claims, totaling
more than $434.4 million, had been paid out for
destroyed and damaged houses. About 1,100
properties have been scraped clean of debris
and toxic wreckage left by the fire through the
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ABOUT THE SERIES
SUNDAY: The Valley fire’s toll makes
for a long, difficult recovery in Lake
County
TODAY: For those staying, the dream
of a new home means reclaiming
unrecognizable ground
TUESDAY: Lessons learned from
the Valley fire are driving changes to
prepare for the next disaster

ONLINE
See more photos of the Valley fire
and the recovery in Lake County at
pressdemocrat.com
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